Since the start of school in March 2009 three medical camps have been arranged. Vitamins and food supplements are given regularly to cure the malnutrition in children. A healthy diet plan including eggs and fruits was also suggested by the doctor. A positive change has been seen and students are taking more interest in studies after these health checks.

The mission of OSC School is: “Be the supporters of Allah.” Although Allah, the Creator and Sustainer of the Universe does not need our help. Yet the true pleasure of Allah is gained only by helping and serving Allah’s creation. Children are a beautiful creation of Allah and can easily be taught to have a helpful attitude towards friends, family members and everyone around them by becoming an example.

A visit to the Zoo

The KG class of OSC School visited Islamabad Zoo in February. This activity was related to the weekly lesson “At the Zoo”. Nearly all the children had never gone to the zoo before. They recited duas for protection before leaving school and duas before mounting their van. They remembered Al-Khaliq after seeing the animals. Remembered Ar. Razia before eating their food during the picnic. Most of the students commented that it was the most memorable day of their life.

Wi-tribe distributes bags

An internet providing company, Wi-tribe came to OSC School on 2nd March 2010 and distributed bags to the children. There was excitement seen on the faces of children while getting new bags. The bags have been made by recycling penne flex banners used for advertisements. The company shall be providing free internet facility to the school as well.

Views and Comments

To me the children of OSCS seem like the Lilies of Lotus lake. Their living environment is so polluted but they bloom when they come to school.

Shahida Asif  Senior Administrator at OSCS

A newly established education system for our most precious next generation is OSC School. I would like to congratulate the team of professionals, whose successful efforts made this difficult task possible, I feel great pleasure to see the shining faces of children and their keen interest in learning shown in their eyes. I also feel proud at the way they groomed in a short span of time in this institute.

Classroom decoration and management shown in record keeping is indeed a valuable effort and exhibits a high level of dedication.

I wish all the best for the future of OSC and pray for it’s growth. I also pray for the well-being of all the staff members and donors. May Allah bless all.

Mrs. Salma  Principal FG Model School  F-11/1 Islamabad

My views and feelings about OSC School are indescribable. When I joined this school it was like a baby. Just a small number of 24 students, 16 students in each class. Together as a team we nurtured it and now this baby is successfully growing up. The number of children today has gone up to nearly a hundred students.

As time passes AlhamdoliAllah my passion and love for this school and it’s children increases. This school works on the saying "Allah helps those who help themselves and help others". May Allah make it prosper and progress many folds and accelerate the energies of all those who contribute in this noble cause. Specially the administration of FG School and it’s Principal Mrs. Salma for extending support to us.

Uzma Salman  Academic Coordinator OSCS
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Upcoming

- Starting Class 2
- Internet connection being setup in classes
- Purchase of Course books worth Rs.75,000/- for new session made possible through sponsorships.
- Premises shifting to first floor
- School field trip on 19th March 2010
- Vocational classes for classes 1 & 2.

Highest Attendance Awards

- Sonia Sarwa Class 1
- Farwa Akbar Class KG
- Rimsha Akbar Nursery
OSC (Out of School Children) School is an initiative to educate the part of society for whom very few people care for. The main aim behind OSC Schools is to provide free quality education to very poor children who never had the opportunity to go to school because of financial constraints and being over age. The school is located inside the building of a Federal Government (FG) school in Islamabad. At OSCS children are given primary education in a short duration so that they are prepared to enter mainstream education along with having a high level of moral and ethical values. They are also provided lunch, books, copies, stationary, uniforms and shoes at the school free of cost.

On 18th Feb the class visited again to setup the class and complete the project. Within two hours they class completed the task at hand. The class has been decorated while keeping in mind the level of the children as well as making it colorful and attractive.
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Home Economics Students visit OSCS

On Wednesday 3rd Feb 2010 a workshop was given to 3rd year class of Home Economics at F.G. college F-7/2, Islamabad by an OSC School staff member. The topics were: "Providing learning material to needy children" and "Tips for class decoration". This was part of their course requirement for Home Economics degree.

As a follow up of this workshop the class visited the School on 11 Feb 2009 for planning their project of class decoration. They observed classes, studied learning materials used in school and saw lesson planners prepared by teachers. They were also given a demo of the phonics software used in Nursery class. Children recited duas for them well. They commented: "These children know so many duas, even we didn't know this dua.", "The children look so happy." (MashaAllah), "We are so delighted to come here".

On 18th Feb the class visited again to setup the class and complete the project. Within two hours they class completed the task at hand. The class has been decorated while keeping in mind the level of the children as well as making it colorful and attractive.

Everyone gets new school shoes today

Prepared to attend school in winters

With the grace of Allah all children got shoes and sweaters before the start of winters. They were also given a second set of uniforms this year. Special reminders for staying warm in winters were given regularly in classes. In spite of harsh living conditions at home, majority of children enjoyed a healthy winter

Sponsor a Child

A child can be sponsored at an amount of Rs.800 per month. Sponsorship forms are available at Admin office and our website. Donations can be sent at Meezan Bank F-10 Branch Acc # 0304 0200001263